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Cyano-bridged single-chain magnets of the type L4FeReCl4(CN)2, where L¼ diethylformamide (DEF)

(1), dibutylformamide (DBF) (2), dimethylformamide (DMF) (3), dimethylbutyramide (DMB) (4),

dimethylpropionamide (DMP) (5), and diethylacetamide (DEA) (6), have been synthesized to enable

a systematic study of the influence of structural perturbations on magnetic exchange and

relaxation barrier. Across the series, varying the amide ligand leads to Fe–N–C bond angles ranging

from 154.703(7)� in 1 to 180� in 6. Variable-temperature dc magnetic susceptibility data indicate

ferromagnetic exchange coupling in all compounds, with the strength of exchange increasing linearly,

from J¼ +4.2(2) cm�1 to +7.2(3) cm�1, with increasing Fe–N–C bond angle. Ac magnetic susceptibility

data collected as a function of frequency reveal that the relaxation barrier of the chain compounds rises

steeply with increasing exchange strength, from 45 cm�1 to 93 cm�1. This examination demonstrates

that subtle tuning of orbital overlap, and thus exchange strength, can engender dramatic changes in the

relaxation barrier. Indeed, the perfectly linear Fe–N–C bond angle in 6 leads to one of the highest

barriers and coercive fields yet observed for a single-chain magnet.
Introduction

Over the past decade, a number of magnetic chain compounds

have been shown to retain their magnetization upon removal of

an applied field,1 a phenomenon predicted by Glauber nearly half

a century ago for chains of ferromagnetically coupled

anisotropic spins.2 This dynamic behavior is analogous to that

observed in single-molecule magnets,3 and, consequently, chain

compounds that exhibit slow magnetic relaxation have come to

be known as single-chain magnets.1b While the relaxation

dynamics of single-molecule and single-chain magnets share

several key characteristics, one pronounced difference is that

single-chain magnets tend to display much higher relaxation

barriers than do their molecular counterparts. As a result, these

chain compounds have received considerable recent attention,

owing to their potential utility in applications such as spin-based

high-density information storage.4

The propensity for single-chain magnets to exhibit higher

relaxation barriers than single-molecule magnets can be

attributed to short range magnetic correlation along individual

chains. In a single-molecule magnet, the magnitude of the

relaxation barrier, DA, is governed by the equation DA ¼ S2|D|,

where S is the spin ground state and D is the axial zero-field

splitting parameter. In a single-chain magnet, the barrier
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similarly depends on S and D of the repeating spin unit, but

additionally this value scales with the strength of magnetic

exchange, J, between spin units. Indeed, the overall relaxation

has been theoretically predicted1g,2,5 and experimentally

demonstrated1f,5b,6 to follow the expression Ds ¼ (8J + D)S2 for

systems falling within the Ising limit.7 Thus, increasing the

strength of exchange along a chain represents an important route

toward achieving high magnetic relaxation barriers in

single-chain magnets.

An ideal system for installing strong magnetic exchange along

a chain would feature a synthetically adjustable component to

enable facile tuning of J. Along these lines, cyano-bridged chain

compounds offer themselves as attractive candidates, owing to

the predictability of both structure and magnetic exchange

afforded by the M–CN–M0 linkage.8 In particular, numerous

investigations have shown that the strength of magnetic

exchange between two metal centers through cyanide stems

directly from the M0–N–C angle and can often be explained

through simple molecular orbital considerations.9 As such,

controlling the M0–N–C angle should provide a convenient

handle through which to adjust and maximize the magnitude of

the relaxation barrier.

Recently, we reported the synthesis of a series of

cyano-bridged single-chain magnets of the type

(DMF)4MReCl4(CN)2 (M ¼ Mn, Fe, Co, Ni).10 The structures

of these compounds feature considerably bent M–N–C angles

(155.8(1)�–159.4(1)�), resulting from solid-state packing effects.

We were intrigued by the possibility of constructing a series of

related chain compounds, where only the identity of the amide
Chem. Sci.
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ligand is varied across the series. The different steric and elec-

tronic properties of the amides, along with the associated alter-

ations to solid-state packing, should provide a means through

which to adjust the M–N–C angle and thereby enhance signifi-

cantly the intrachain exchange strength and relaxation barrier.

Herein, we demonstrate that this is indeed feasible through the

synthesis and characterization of a series of L4FeReCl4(CN)2
chain compounds, where L ¼ diethylformamide (DEF) (1),

dibutylformamide (DBF) (2), dimethylformamide (DMF) (3),

dimethylbutyramide (DMB) (4), dimethylpropionamide (DMP)

(5), and diethylacetamide (DEA) (6).
Results and discussion

Syntheses and structures

In general, the chain compounds were prepared by combining

[ReCl4(CN)2]
2� and [Fe(amide)6]

2+ in neat amide (see Scheme 1).
Scheme 1 Syntheses of Compounds 1–6

Fig. 1 Left: Crystal structure of (DEA)4FeReCl4(CN)2 (6). Orange, purple, gr

nitrogen, and carbon atoms, respectively; hydrogen atoms are omitted for cl

demonstrating linear Re–C–N and Fe–N–C angles.

Table 1 Selected mean interatomic bond distances (�A) and angles (�) for the
DMB (4), DMP (5), DEA (6)

Compound :Fe–N–C :Re–C–N Shortest inte

1 154.703(7) 173.265(7) 8.6226(8)
2 157.562(6) 173.233(5) 8.9348(5)
310 157.968(5) 175.259(6) 8.3027(6)
4 164.374(4) 179.685(4) 9.477(6)
5 170.579(3) 176.564(3) 9.976(6)
6 180 180 9.902(4)

Chem. Sci.
In the case of 1, the reaction solution produced single crystals

upon standing. In contrast, for 2 and 4–6, direct combination of

solutions containing the precursor complexes resulted in the

immediate precipitation of product mixtures. In each of these

cases, a layering technique was employed to obtain single

crystals. Here, a solution containing [ReCl4(CN)2]
2� in the

appropriate amide was carefully added to the top of a solution

containing [Fe(amide)6]
2+ ions in the amide. Over the course of

days, each layering produced single crystals of the intended chain

compounds.

Single-crystal X-ray analyses of compounds 1–6 revealed the

structures to consist of parallel one-dimensional chains, where

each chain features alternating [ReCl4(CN)2]
2� and [Fe(amide)4]

2+

units connected through Re–CN–Fe linkages (see Fig. 1 and

S1–S4 in the Supplementary Information†). The local coordina-

tion environment of the ReIV center is preserved across the series

of compounds and does not significantly deviate from that

observed in the structure of (Bu4N)2[ReCl4(CN)2]$2DMA.10

Similarly, each FeII center resides in an approximate octahedral

coordination environment, with slight variations in the Fe–N and

Fe–O distances (see Table 1). Specifically, the Fe–N distances

range from 2.0753(3) to 2.1736(4) �A, consistent with a high-spin

(S ¼ 2) electron configuration for FeII.11 In addition, the Fe–O

distances range from 2.1095(4) to 2.1339(1), consistent with other

high-spin FeII complexes featuring amide ligands.12 Within each

structure, individual chains are well separated, with the shortest

interchainmetal–metal distances ranging from 8.3027(6)�A in 3 to

9.976(6) �A in 5. Additionally, no significant hydrogen bonding

contacts between chains are evident in any of the structures.

Across the series of compounds, only a subtle variation is

observed in the mean Re–C–N angle, which changes from

173.233(5)� in 2 to 180� in 6. Note that the space group P4/n

adopted by 6 positions the Re–CN–Fe linkages along a crystal-

lographic four-fold axis, thereby imposing perfectly linear

Re–C–N and Fe–N–C angles. In contrast, the Fe–N–C angle
een, red, blue, and gray spheres represent rhenium, iron, chlorine, oxygen,

arity. Right: View down the four-fold crystallographic axis of the chain,

compounds L4FeReCl4(CN)2, where L ¼ DEF (1), DBF (2), DMF (3),

rchain M–M Re–C Fe–N Fe–O

2.1124(2) 2.1529(2) 2.1253(2)
2.1182(5) 2.1443(5) 2.1138(6)
2.1177(1) 2.1546(1) 2.1339(1)
2.1217(4) 2.1736(4) 2.1095(4)
2.1132(3) 2.1293(3) 2.1227(3)
2.1084(3) 2.0753(3) 2.1170(2)

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Table 2 Summary of magnetic data for L4FeReCl4(CN)2, where L ¼
DEF (1), DBF (2), DMF (3), DMB (4), DMP (5), DEA (6)

:Fe–N–C g J (cm�1) Ds (cm
�1) s0 (s)

1 154.703(7) 2.21 4.2(2) 45 4.2 � 10�10

2 157.562(6) 1.84 4.5(2) 55 9.0 � 10�11

3 157.968(5) 1.96 4.8(4) 56 1.0 � 10�10

4 164.374(4) 2.14 5.6(3) 49 8.6 � 10�10

5 170.579(3) 1.84 6.3(2) 53 3.9 � 10�10

6 180 1.78 7.2(3) 93 8.7 � 10�11
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varies much more drastically across the series, from 154.703(7)�

in 1 to 180� in 6. Such deviation from linearity is common for

Fe–N–C angles in metal–cyanide compounds and is thought to

stem primarily from crystal packing and steric conflicts imposed

by ligands.13 However, perfectly linear angles are rare in Fe–N–C

linkages and have only been observed in several compounds

featuring AuI-CN-FeII linkages.14 Here, no clear correlation is

observed between Fe–N–C angle and extent of ligand steric bulk

or electronic character across the series, indicating that slight

differences in crystal packing likely give rise to the bent angles.
Magnetic exchange interactions

With crystallographic data for the FeRe chain compounds in

hand, we set out to examine the influence of structure on exchange

coupling between the FeII and ReIV centers through the cyanide

bridge. Toward this end, variable-temperature dc magnetic

susceptibility data were collected for compounds 1–6 under an

applied field of 1000 Oe. The corresponding plots of cMT vs. T, as

exemplified in the data for 6 shown in Fig. 2, exhibit a common

general profile (see alsoFigs. S5–S8)†.At 300K,cMT¼ 5.09, 4.33,

5.46,10 5.09, 5.04, 4.56 cm3 K mol�1 for 1–6, respectively, slightly

higher than the value of cMT ¼ 4.28 cm3 K mol�1 that would be

expected for magnetically isolated ReIV (S¼ 3/2, g¼ 1.66) and FeII

(S¼ 2, g¼ 2.00) ions. Across the series, cMT rises with decreasing

temperature, gradually at first, then more abruptly below 50 K.

This temperature dependence indicates the presence of intrachain

ferromagnetic coupling between neighboring ReIV and FeII

centers. Finally, below 20 K, cMT for each compound undergoes

a precipitous downturn, likely due to a combination of magnetic

anisotropy of the ReIV and FeII centers and weak interchain

antiferromagnetic interactions.

In order to quantify the exchange between neighboring ReIV

and FeII centers in each chain, the cMT vs. T data were modeled

according to the following spin Hamiltonian for an alternating

classical-spin Heisenberg chain:

H ¼ �2J
XN
i

ðSisi þ Sisiþ1Þ
Fig. 2 Variable-temperature dc magnetic susceptibility data for 6,

collected in an applied field of 1000 Oe. The solid red line corresponds to

a fit to the data, as described in the text. Inset: Expanded view of the data

and fit, highlighting the presence of intrachain ferromagnetic coupling.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
where J represents the exchange coupling constant for the

interaction between ReIV and FeII centers, and S and s are the

local spins of ReIV (S ¼ 3/2) and FeII (S ¼ 2), respectively. The

data were fit with an expression previously used to describe an

alternating chain,15 to give the values of J and g listed in Table 2.

Across the series, the exchange constant varies from J ¼ +4.2(2)

cm�1 for 1 to J ¼ +7.2(3) cm�1 for 6.16 Inspection of Table 2 and

Fig. 3 reveals an important correlation between these values and

the solid-state structures of the respective chain compounds.

Indeed, across the series, the magnitude of J scales linearly with

the Fe–N–C bond angle. Specifically, the ferromagnetic

exchange becomes stronger as the Fe–N–C linkage becomes

more linear. Overall, a 16% increase in Fe–N–C angle from 1 to 6

leads to a 71% increase in J. Finally, note that the range of g

values across the series may arise due to slight differences in the

FeII coordination environment and thus orbital angular

momentum induced by electronic or steric differences between

the amide ligands.

Based on simple molecular orbital considerations, magnetic

exchange through cyanide between octahedral metal centers with

t2g
4eg

2 and t2g
3 electronic configurations is expected to be gov-

erned by multiple exchange pathways.17,18 First, two p–p inter-

actions occur in symmetry compatible ReIV t2g orbitals through

cyanide p* orbitals with the FeII orbitals of t2g symmetry,

resulting in antiferromagnetic coupling. In opposition to this,

two s–p interactions between electrons in orthogonal eg and t2g
orbitals, respectively, should give rise to ferromagnetic exchange.

Such competitive interactions often lead to net ferromagnetic

coupling, as s-type interactions are invariably stronger than p-

type interactions. Indeed, ferromagnetic exchange has been

observed in several compounds containing CrIII-CN-FeII19 and

ReIV-CN-FeII10,20 linkages. In the case of the CrIII-CN-FeII

linkage, this behavior has been attributed to a kinetic exchange

mechanism, where partial electron transfer from an FeII t2 orbital

into a CrIII t2 orbital enforces a parallel alignment of spins.21

Given the isoelectronic nature of CrIII and ReIV ions, such

a mechanism may also dominate in the FeRe chain compounds.

If a t2g / t2g electron transfer is responsible for the ferromag-

netic interaction, then the magnitude of the exchange should be

maximized when overlap between the cyanide p* and FeIIt2g
orbitals is maximized. Indeed, this is exactly the case in 1–6,

where the compound exhibiting a linear Re–CN–Fe fragment (6)

demonstrates the strongest ferromagnetic interaction. Accord-

ingly, the ferromagnetic interaction decreases in magnitude from

7.2(3) cm�1 to 4.2(2) cm�1 as the Fe–N–C angle undergoes

subsequent bending, as overlap between the p-type orbitals is

progressively reduced. These values of J are similar to those
Chem. Sci.
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Fig. 3 Dependence of exchange strength (J) on Fe–N–C angle in 1–6

(left to right data points, respectively). The solid red line corresponds to

a line of best fit through the data.

Fig. 4 Variable-frequency in-phase (upper) and out-of-phase (lower)

components of the ac magnetic susceptibility data for 6, collected in

a 4 Oe ac field at selected temperatures. Solid lines correspond to fits to

the data, as described in the text.
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previously reported for molecular clusters featuring CrIII-CN-

FeII19c and ReIV-CN-FeII.20 Additionally, while no J value has

been extracted, the Prussian blue analogue Fe3[Cr(CN)6]2$15H2O

undergoes ferromagnetic ordering below TC ¼ 21 K.19a We note

that this is the first example of a magnetostructural correlation

observed through cyanide between metal centers with t2g
4eg

2 and

t2g
3 electronic configurations. Similar dependence of J on M–N–

C angle has been reported in compounds featuring FeIII-CN-

MnIII, MIII-CN-CuII (M ¼ Cr, Mn and Fe) and CrIII-CN-NiII

linkages.9a,d,g For instance, in the series of FeIII-CN-MnIII

compounds, J was shown to scale linearly with Mn–N–C angle,

with a crossover from positive to negative J occurring at a critical

angle.9g This phenomenon was attributed to increasing overlap

between magnetic FeIII and MnIII dp orbitals.
Fig. 5 Arrhenius plot of relaxation time for 6. The solid red line

corresponds to a linear fit to the data, giving Ds ¼ 93 cm�1.
Magnetization dynamics

To probe slow magnetic relaxation in the chain compounds,

variable-frequency ac susceptibility data were collected for 1–6 at

multiple temperatures under zero applied dc field. Data collected

for all compounds show frequency dependence in both the in-

phase (cM
0) and out-of-phase (cM

0 0) components of the suscep-

tibility. Moreover, plots of cM
0 vs. n and cM

0 0 vs. n show a feature

that shifts position as the temperature is varied (see Fig. 4 and

S9–S13†). From these data, Cole-Cole plots of cM
0 0 vs. cM0 were

constructed and fit to a generalized Debye model to obtain

a values and relaxation times (s) at each temperature (see Figs.

S14–S18†).22 Here, a provides a quantitative measure of how

closely the Cole-Cole plot resembles a semicircle, and this value

provides some insight into the distribution of relaxation times.

Across the series, a ranges from 0.16 to 0.20, indicating a rela-

tively narrow distribution of relaxation times. In the cases of 1–3,

5, and 6, Arrhenius plots of ln s vs. 1/T each show a linear

arrangement of data, as expected for a single-chain magnet (see

Fig. 5, S19, S20, and S23†). Accordingly, considering the

expression s ¼ s0exp(Ds/kBT), fits to the data provide relaxation

barriers ofDs¼ 45, 55, 56, 53, and 93 cm�1 for compounds 1–3, 5,

and 6, respectively (see Table 2). In addition, values of attempt

time vary from s0 ¼ 8.7 � 10�11 s for 6 to 4.2 � 10�10 s for 1,

within the range typically observed for single-chain magnets.
Chem. Sci.
Notably, the relaxation barrier observed for 6 is among the

highest yet observed for single-chain magnets.1a,c In comparison,

the radical bridged chain compound Co(hfac)2(p-butoxyphenyl-

NN) was shown to exhibit a relaxation barrier of Ds ¼ 243 cm�1,

but with a much smaller attempt time (s0 ¼ 6.8 � 10�13 s).23 The

authors note that the small s0 may be diagnostic of spin glass

behavior caused by interchain interactions. Indeed, this

hypothesis is supported by a lack of frequency dependence in the

ac susceptibility upon application of a 500 Oe dc field. Another

compound, (bpy)2(H2O)CoIIFeIII2(CN)8, was reported to exhibit
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 6 Dependence of relaxation barrier (Ds) on exchange strength (J)

for 1–6. The solid red line corresponds to a line of best fit through data for

compounds 1–3 and 6.

Fig. 7 Variable-field magnetization data for 6, collected at 1.8 K under

a sweep-rate of 100 Oe min�1. The solid line is a guide to the eye.
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a barrier of Ds ¼ 106 cm�1.24 However, this large barrier is

misleading, as it is associated with an extremely small attempt

time (s0 ¼ 1.5 � 10�17 s). As the authors note, this value is much

smaller than is to be expected, and this compound deserves

further study. Considering chain compounds that show attempt

times within the range typically observed for superparamagnets

and do not exhibit anomalous relaxation behavior, the highest

barrier yet reported belongs to the radical-bridged chain

compound Co(hfac)2(NITPhOMe).1a This compound, which

was also the first reported example of a single-chain magnet,

displays a relaxation barrier of Ds ¼ 107 cm�1.1a,25 In addition,

the double-zigzag chain compound [FeIII(bpy)

(CN)4]2Co
II(H2O)2, the first example of a cyano-bridged single-

chain magnet, exhibits ferromagnetic coupling between FeIII and

CoII centers and an overall relaxation barrier of Ds ¼ 99 cm�1.1c

As such, compound 6 exhibits, to our knowledge, the second

highest barrier for a cyano-bridged single-chain magnet and the

third highest barrier among all single-chain magnets.

Finally, note that plots of cM
0 vs. T for the compounds exhibit

maxima at ca. 10 K, likely stemming from weak interchain

interactions and/or a magnetic phase transition (see Figs. S24,

S25, S27, and S28†). Nevertheless, the above analysis of the ac

susceptibility clearly shows the presence of single-chain magnet

behavior, which may occur within either an ordered or a simply

paramagnetic phase.26

In the case of compound 4, the relaxation time does not follow

Arrhenius behavior under zero applied dc field (see Fig. S21†).

Moreover, the plot of cM
0 vs. T exhibits a sharp maximum at ca.

10 K, which may be the mark of a magnetic phase transition as

described above (see Fig. S26†). As such, the ac susceptibility

data were recollected under an applied dc field of 1000 Oe in

order to suppress the phase transition. Indeed, relaxation times

acquired from these data clearly exhibit Arrhenius behavior, and

a linear fit to the data provides values of Ds ¼ 49 cm�1 and s0 ¼
8.6 � 10�10 s (see Fig. S22†).

Table 2 summarizes the correlation between Fe–N–C angle,

exchange strength, and relaxation barrier. Remarkably, the

barrier is more than doubled across the series, from Ds ¼ 45 cm�1

in 1 to 93 cm�1 in 6. This dramatic increase in barrier is directly

linked to the enhancement in magnetic correlation afforded by

increasing exchange strength. Overall, the 71% increase in J leads

to a 107% increase in Ds. Inspection of Fig. 6 reveals that for

compounds 1–3 and 6, the relaxation barrier increases with

increasing J in a moderately linear progression. In contrast, the

barriers observed for compounds 4 and 5 do not fall along this

line. The anomalous behavior in 4 may arise due to the appli-

cation of a dc field in the data collection to suppress interchain

effects. Along those lines, interchain interactions in 5 may also

affect the overall barrier. It is not immediately clear why such

similar interchain interactions would affect the chain compounds

disproportionately. Note, however, that while interchain

exchange may affect the relaxation barrier, J values were

obtained from data fit well above the temperatures at which

maxima in c0 are observed. As such, these interactions should not

bear a significant effect on determinations of exchange strength.

Considering the high relaxation barrier observed for 6 in ac

susceptibility experiments, variable-field magnetization data

were collected for the compound to probe for classical magnet-

like behavior. The resulting plot of M vs. H, constructed from
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
data that were collected at a sweep-rate of 100 Oe min�1 between

�7 and 7 T, shows substantial magnetic hysteresis at 1.8 K

(see Fig. 7). Indeed, under these experimental conditions, the

hysteresis loop features a remnant magnetization of MR ¼
3.34 mB and a coercive field of HC ¼ 2.8 T. We note that this

coercive field is the largest yet reported for a cyano-bridged

single-chain magnet and among the largest for any single-chain

magnet.1a
Conclusion and outlook

The foregoing results demonstrate that subtle structural

perturbations can give rise to dramatic increases in exchange

strength and relaxation barrier in single-chain magnets.

Specifically, a series of cyano-bridged FeRe chain compounds

has been synthesized in which the Fe–N–C angle varies from

154.703(7)� to 180�. Fits to dc susceptibility data across the

series reveal that the strength of ferromagnetic exchange

between ReIV and FeII ions increases linearly with increasing

Fe–N–C angle, from J ¼ +4.2(2) to +7.2(3) cm�1. Moreover, ac

susceptibility measurements show a pronounced effect of

exchange strength on relaxation barrier, with Arrhenius fits of
Chem. Sci.
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relaxation time providing values ranging from Ds ¼ 45 to 93

cm�1. Notably, the high relaxation barrier, along with the

significant magnetic hysteresis at low temperature, establishes

compound 6 as one of the strongest low-dimensional magnets

yet observed.

Efforts are underway to pursue other routes toward magnetic

chain compounds with strong intrachain exchange. Indeed, we

recently reported a related CuRe chain compound that exhibits

the strongest ferromagnetic coupling (29 cm�1) yet observed

through cyanide.27 Unfortunately, the zig-zag arrangement of

the chain acts to minimize the overall anisotropy. As an

extension of that discovery, future work will seek to construct

linear chain compounds, such as the ones presented above, that

feature Re–CN–Cu linkages. In addition to the Re–CN–Cu

system, we will also target chain compounds where

[ReCl4(CN)2]
2� units are linked to second- and third-row

transition metals, in an effort to impart stronger single-ion

anisotropy and exchange coupling.
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